
is proud to join forces as a
planet protector!

we’re thinking outside
the box to protect

the environment
Did you notice  
something woolly in  
your delivery box today?
This is the award winning,  
environmentally responsible,  
innovative insulation packaging  
solution made from 100% sheep’s  
wool, that we have chosen  
specially to protect your food!

Introducing
WOOLPACK
WOOLPACK is proudly manufactured
in Australia and New Zealand by
Planet Protector Packaging. It is the
first viable alternative to polystyrene
and other unsustainable insulated
packaging solutions that not only
thermally outperforms them but is
also environmentally responsible!!

find out more www.PlanetProtectorPackaging.com @Planet Protector
Packaging

RECYCLABLE

COMPOSTABLE

SUSTAINABLE

ENVIRONMENTALLY
RESPONSIBLE

WOOLPACK is the leader of the pack!
It out performs polystyrene and is manufactured by a 

team of passionate Aussie staff - They’re the best!



What is WOOLPACK made of?
WOOLPACK is made from 100% biodegradable and 
compostable felted sheep’s wool, sealed within a 
recyclable food grade wrap.

The wool we use is considered “waste” from wool 
mills so it has the added benefits of helping 
to reduce landfill and giving a greater yield to 
Australian and New Zealand sheep farmers. 

How is WOOLPACK made?
WOOLPACK is made of a complex blend of  
different wool fibres to give the wool optimum  
insulation properties.

After the wool is sourced, it is scoured, naturally 
washed in hot water and soap, thereafter felted 
to make the insulation material to our required 
specifications. This wool is cut to size and sealed  
with the recyclable, food grade film.

Is WOOLPACK hygienic?
The natural washing and scouring process that 
is used ensures that WOOLPACK is sterilised.  
Wrapping and sealing it inside a recyclable,  
food grade polyethylene film prevents the  
fibres coming into direct contact with your  
food and other products. WOOLPACK won’t  
make your food smell or taint any  
products in your carton!

How does WOOLPACK keep my 
contents cool and safe?
The chosen wool fibres are incredibly effective at 
absorbing moisture from the air. This minimises humidity 
and condensation to maintain stable temperatures. 
The recyclable food grade film which encloses the  
wool in the WOOLPACK felt is micro-perforated to  
allow the fibres to breath and create the natural  
cooling system.

When used with ice packs to establish the required 
cool temperatures for packing food, WOOLPACK 
insulation has been proven to keep contents 
packed at 1C, chilled below 5C for at least 24 hours.

How do I dispose of WOOLPACK  
after my delivery?
It’s easy! Planet Protector has a partnership with 
REDcycle in Australia. All you have to do is take the  
recyclable food grade film off the WOOLPACK liner and 
place it into a soft plastics recycling drop-off location at 
your nearest supermarket. For a list of locations close to 
you in Australia visit www.redcycle.net.au

As the wool felt is sustainable, compostable and  
biodegradable there are many ways it can be reused 
throughout the home and garden, besides just 
placing it in the green/compost bin! Some ideas we 
have seen include lining kitty litter trays, pet beds, as 
weed mats and mulch in the garden, lining hanging  
plant baskets, and protecting worm farms or bee  
hives against the summer heat and winter coolness.  
The possibilities are endless!

With WOOLPACK 
you’re on to a winner!
2021 WorldStar Packaging Awards 
THREE TIME WINNER in; Food Category,  
Packaging Materials & Components  
Category and the Transit Category

Packaging Innovation & 
Design Awards (PIDA) 
2020 GOLD WINNER for Design Innovation  
of the Year in the Food Category.

Cartier Womens Initiative 
2020 LAUREATE for South Asia and Oceania. 
First Australian to win.

Ocean Impact 2020 Pitch Fest 
WINNER from 200 businesses  
across 38 countries

we’re not 
sheepish
with the facts

is proud to
look after

you and the
environment with


